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Graph regularized Doubly Stochastic Matrix Decomposition model
The objective function of Graph regularized Doubly Stochastic Matrix Decomposition model is as follows: Table S5 : The performance of TINCD when the consensus matrix of PPI data is constructed by randomly selecting 5 from the 11 base clustering solutions. 
where λ ≥ 0 is the tradeoff parameters that control the balance between the two factors.
To implement the optimization, we employ a relaxed Majorization-Minimization algorithm [17] . Let Φ = [ϕ iz ] be the Lagrange multipliers for constraint θ ≥ 0 and η i be the Lagrange multipliers for constraint ∑ K k=1 θ ik = 1. Therefore, the Lagrange function L is as follows:
Let ∇ = ∇ + − ∇ − denote the gradient of J with respect to θ, where ∇ + and ∇ − are the positive and negative parts respectively. This suggests a fixed-point update rule for θ:
Imposing ∑ K k=1 θ ik = 1, we could obtain:
where
. The update rule for θ is shown in Algorithm 1. Once θ is initialized, we update θ according to Algorithm 1 until a stopping criterion is satisfied. In this study, we stop the iteration until the relative change of objective function is less than 1e-6 or the number of iterations reach the maximum iteration times (here we limit the maximum iteration times to be 200). Since the objective function in Equation (1) is non-convex, the final estimators of each θ depends on the initial values. To reduce the risk of local minimization, we repeat the entire updating procedure 20 times with random initialization and choose the result that gives the lowest value of the objective function (1) as the final estimator of θ, which is denoted asθ.
Competing methods
In the experiments, the consensus matrices are built via integrating various base clustering results from PPI data and TAP data. In particular, 11 state-of-the-art approaches were applied to PPI data to generate complexes, including CFinder [1] , CMC [10] , COACH [15] , ClusterONE [12] , DPClus [2] , IPCA [9] , MCL [4] , MCODE [3] , RNSC [8] , RRW [11] and SPICi [7] . We also collected the complexes predicted from TAP data by 5 existing methods, including BT [5] , C2S [16] , CACHET [14] , Hart [6] and Pu [13] . Protein complexes predicted by these 5 methods are obtained via the best tuned parameters and downloaded from http://www.ntu.edu.sg/home/zhengjie/data/InteHC/.
Among these algorithms, the performance of CFinder is determined by the size of k-clique. CMC has two key parameters called overlap threshold and merging threshold. COACH has one key parameters called ω. DPClus uses two parameters D in and CP in (D in is a value of minimum density and CP in is a minimum value for cluster property) to determine whether a neighbor should be added to the cluster. IPCA has two key parameters called T in and d. MCL has one tuning parameter called inflation. MCODE has one key parameter called node score cutoff. The performance of RRW is determined by the minimum cluster size. SPICi has one key parameter called density threshold. EC-BNMF is an ensemble clustering algorithm which has two key parameters. In this study, optimal parameters are set for CFinder, CMC, COACH, DPClus, IPCA, MCL, MCODE, RRW, SPICi and EC-BNMF to generate their best results while ClusterONE and RNSC have used the default parameters set by the authors. For CFinder, k is taking a value from 3 to 10, step size by 1, and it gets the best performance when k = 3. For CMC, the value of the overlap threshold is from 0.2 to 0.8, with a step size of 0.1, while the value of the merging threshold is from 0 to 1, with a step size of 0.1, and it achieves the best performance when both overlap threshold and merging threshold are set to 0.5. For COACH, the values of ω is set to 0.225. For DPClus, we try different values of D in and CP in (from 0.3 to 0.8 with 0.1 as the step size), and it gets the best performance when both D in is set to 0.6 and CP in is set to 0.5. For IPCA, the value of d is set to 2, while the value of T in is ranged from 0.1 to 0.9 with 0.1 as the step Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for detecting protein complexes using graph regularized doubly stochastic matrix decomposition model.
• Input:
co-complex similarity matrix W , parameters K, λ.
• Output: Q. // The set of predicted protein complexes.
1: begin:
2: t=1;
3: Initialize matrix θ randomly; // Initialization 4: while |
| > ε and t ≤ M axIterations do
13: end while 14: Obtain the final protein-complex assignment matrix θ ⋆ .
15:
Output: Q, the set of predicted protein complexes.
size, and it achieves the best performance when T in = 0.5. For MCL, the value of inflation is chosen from 1.2 to 4.9 with an interval of 0.1, and it gets the best performance when inflation is set to 1.9. For MCODE, the value of node score cutoff is searched from 0.1 to 1 with an interval of 0.1, and it gets the best performance when the node score cutoff is set to 0.2. For RRW, the minimum cluster size is set to 5. For SPICi, we try different values of density threshold, ranges from 0.1 to 1 with 0.1 increment, and it achieves the best performance when the density threshold is set to 0.5. As an ensemble clustering algorithm, the input data for EC-BNMF are a series of base clustering results which could be derived from different clustering algorithms. Therefore, in this study, we use the clustering results of the above 16 approaches as the input data for EC-BNMF.
The clustering results of EC-BNMF are obtained over the best tuned parameters (K = 2000, a = 2, b = 180). The source codes for all these algorithms are obtained from the web pages provided in the corresponding papers.
Comparative results with respect to f -measure
When evaluating the predicted clusters set over a reference set, other commonly used evaluation metrics include Sensitivity, Specificity and f -measure. Given x i and y j , we consider them to be matching if |xi∩yj | 2 |xi||yj | ≥ ω and ω is set as 0.2 in our study. Let T P (true positive) be the number of the predicted complexes matched by the known complexes, and F N (false negative) be the number of the known complexes that are not matched by the predicted complexes, and F P (false positive) be the number of predicted complexes minus T P . Sensitivity, Specificity and f -measure are then defined as follows:
We calculate the Sensitivity, Specificity and f -measure for each method in Table S3 . As shown in Table S1 , our TINCD predicts 1,562 complexes covering 5,846 proteins, which is very close to the size of input data with 5,929 proteins. However, with respect to all the three gold standard sets, our method gets low Specificity and high Sensitivity. We note that the data set used in our study contains 5,929 proteins, while the three gold standard sets (i.e., CYC2008, MIPS and SGD) cover 1,324, 1,171 and 1,154 proteins. That is, the gold standard sets are far from complete. Thus, most of our predicted complexes are not able to match the benchmark complexes. According to the definition of Specificity, these predicted complexes are treated as false positive, so TINCD achieves a low Specificity. However, predicted protein complexes that do not match with reference complexes are not necessarily undesired results and they would probably be novel protein complexes [16, 12] . Therefore, optimizing Specificity and f -measure will somehow prevent us from detecting novel complexes. This is the main reason why we do not use these metrics to evaluate the performance of various methods. On the other hand, as discussed in [16, 12] , Accuracy and FRAC are more suitable to evaluate the performance of an overlapping protein complex detection algorithm. So we use these two metrics to evaluate the performance of various methods.
Protein complexes more accurately detected by TINCD
In this section, we will introduce several example protein complexes that are more accurately detected by TINCD. As mentioned in the manuscript, EC-BNMF and InteHC are two integrative methods that can always achieve superior performance than other computational methods, so we only list the results of TINCD, EC-BNMF and InteHC. Figure S4 shows how the COMPASS complex is found by the clustering algorithms we have studied. This complex in CYC2008 involves 8 proteins. TINCD is the only algorithm that could correctly cover all the proteins in this complex. All other algorithms make various mistakes as follows. EC-BNMF and InteHC are designed to integrate either different clustering results or diverse data sources for protein complex detection. Both of them missed 1 proteins in the COMPASS complex. In Table S2 , we list more example protein complexes that are more accurately detected by TINCD.
